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Beginning Oil Workshop  
 
Materials	list:	
Oil paint, or water-soluble oils in Alizarin Crimson, Cadmium Red Med., Lemon 
Yellow, Cad. Yellow Med., Ultramarine Blue, Cerulean Blue, Titanium White, Lamp 
Black. Assorted brushes; rounds, flats, fan brush, liner, Gamisol, Odorless 
Turpentine, rag or paper towels, jar, pencil and paper, 5x7 canvases (2) and 8x10 
canvas 
	
Try	Dick	Blick	store	in	Tampa	or	www.jerry’sartarama.com		
	
	
If you have any questions or need help at any point you are welcomed to call 
or email me. (Info above on top of page) 



 
 

 

 

  

	
Class Syllabus: 
 
Class 1:  Line – Pelican 

    Art Skill: layering for texture 
               Drawing Skill: ellipses and using simple shapes 
               Color skill: layering 
   Brush Skill: sea sponge, flat brush, small round 



   Concept: creating texture with layers of paint 
Will need a pencil and will spend time drawing at the beginning of class 
 
Class 2: Shape & Value-Boat and Water Reflections 

   Art Skill: impasto painting  
               Drawing Skill: quadrant folding reference photo 
               Color skill: using thick paint, not blending 
   Brush Skill: palette knife  
   Concept: impasto painting alla prima 
Please make sure to print the photo of the boat painting 
 
Class 3: Color Theory-Beach Scene 

   Art Skill: Make your own color wheel and learn usage 
               Drawing Skill: Use simple shapes to draw 
               Color skill: Mix paint from color wheel, match photo 
    Brush Skill: Using very large brushes, blenders and fan 
   Concept: Lost and found edges 
Please make sure and print out the reference photo 
 
Class 4: Perspective – Sailboat Nocturne 

    Art Skill: create the illusion of perspective 
               Drawing Skill: learn to use sighting 
               Color skill: starting with dark underpainting 
   Brush Skillround brush  
   Concept: Illusion of depth 
Will need a pencil for “sighting”  
 
Class 5: Color as Value-Winter 

   Art Skill: realism 
               Drawing Skill: transfer using a pastel tracing technique 
               Color skill: Sunderpainting with color 
    Brush Skill: daubing color (brushstrokes)  
   Concept: Impressionism 
Please make sure to print out this reference photo as large as possible 
 
Class	6:	 How to Make a Painting:	

1. Make a value sketch showing 5 values from dark to light 
2. Transfer your subject to the canvas using crosshairs or free hand. 
3. Set up your palette and mix your colors 
4. Test your colors on your reference photo 
5. Paint from dark to light 
6. Step back and evaluate when you get to 3 or halfway from dark to light. 
7. When you get to 1, you are done! Step back and evaluate! 

 
 
 


